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introduction (ca. 30 minutes)

> Ismal introduces JaF and the idea of Tanah (=soil) as
“local material, as a tool of subjectivity” > using the
presence of 'ancestors' or certain energies > what do

other people think of that idea? In what way?
> mariëlle introduces ook_huis: inspired among others
by JaF, where ook_ did research two summers on the

issue of renovation > www.ook.website

JaF asked ook_: what is the idea of Tanah in Rotterdam?
> a piece of land near theWillem de Kooning Academy
is a good example of (now) private land that should
belong to the (local) community: as a space to gather,
hang out, a place that is always empty and ready for

temporal activity
> mariëlle shows the place on Google maps >
How to keep the memories of the activities that
happened, or how can we keep using that place

somehow? Can we infuse it with weed-mentality? Or is
the building itself a weed already?

>We invited Kerem Akar(ex-student of WdKA) to talk a
bit about this place and his project ESLF: Empty Space

Liberation Front.
https://keremakar.hotglue.me/?ESLFZINE
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Workshop: (ca. 90 minutes)

> ook_mariëlle: when we started living in
ook_huis in de Tarwewijk, I made weekly walks
in my new neigbourhood, to understand where

we were living, to understand its materiality
> I developed an interest in herbs/weeds and
their behaviour and started thinking: how can

we learn from them, from their attitude of
taking in space between the cracks of

urbanisation and human developments? How
to use their resilience, stamina, defiance

(opstandigheid)?

> inspired by the idea of a potion, a ramuan,
and the notion that the plants we need grow in

our vicinity, we will make a ramuan gulma
(weed concoction) - to infuse the tanah in your
neighbourhood with a power connected to the
properties of your weed! Maybe to protect from
gentrification? Or just to keep that place next

to your house empty?
> keywords: new rituals, invented tradition,

weedpower!



step 1

We stand with our two feet firmly on the
ground. Slowly and very gently we start

shaking. First the hands and fingers. Then
the arms and shoulders. They are like the
branches of a tree and you are shaking off
all your dead leaves and dead twigs. Your
head is allowed to rock along quietly and
you can also open the mouth and let the
tongue hang outside. We shake the body
and mind like a tree in a strong wind. We
free it from unwanted suspicions, old

beliefs, and judgments. We visualise all the
excess information leaving our body like
swirling dust and dead leaves, slowly

moving towards the earth where they will
serve as humus for other entities..



ramuan gulma
(weed concoction for infusing the Tanah in
your neigbourhood with certain power)

step 2.

go around your block and
find a plant that catches your

eye...
(use your intuition: the plant speaks to you)

make a picture of it,
or take a small piece home

(never pull the root)

(15 minutes)
nb. If you do not want to go out, you can also walk

around somewhere virtually and use your
intuition to find/attract a plant online.









marielle verdijk
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